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D dominant
DA dominant arrival
DC deceptive cadence
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exp. expanded
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MT main theme
no cad. no cadence
OMT “one more time”
P parallel
PAC perfect authentic cadence
PD pre-dominant
PETR post-exposition transition
pres. presentation
R relative
RHC reinterpreted half cadence
ST subordinate theme
T tonic
TR transition
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<thead>
<tr>
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<tr>
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<td><em>Berliner allgemeine Musikzeitung</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td><em>Neue berliner musikalische Zeitung</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZ</td>
<td><em>Neue Zeitschrift für Musik</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAMZ</td>
<td><em>Wiener allgemeine Musik-Zeitung</em> (until 1844: <em>Allgemeine Wiener Musik-Zeitung</em>)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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